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The following is a broadcast by Mr. Walter Nash,
New Zealand Minister to the United States, which is to

take place at 9.20 p.m. tonight, in the Home Service:-

I have been invited to speak to you about two countries and the part they

are playing in this war. One country is the smallest English-speaking democracy,
the other the largest* I refer to New Zealand and to the United States of

America# I can speak with some knowledge and authority of the contribution which

New Zealand and its people is playing in this war* Of America I can speak only

as an observer, although as an observer who has had the privilege during the past
six months of being very much at the heart of things, of seeing and learning much

more than the casual visitor could possibly see or learn about the war effort of

this great nation, the views, the problems, the hopes and the fears of those who

are in charge of her destinies#

I arrived in Washington to become New Zealand’s first Minister to the United

States some seven weeks after Pearl Harbour# During the months since I have had

the interesting experience of watching tho American nation swing into a production

effort on a scale never before dreamed of. I have seen the emergence of a unity
of purpose and resolve that only a few short months previously had seemed impossible
of achievement.

American industry, American attitudes, American habits, the American way of

life, have all undergone a remarkable transformation* From September, 1939,
when Germany invaded Poland to July, 1942, is but a short step in the nation*s

history; but Pearl Harbour marked the end of one era and the beginning of another*

With a section of its people firmly wedded to the ways of peace, the American

people have since become a nation dedicated to the ends of total war, determined

to get the job ever as quickly as possible# The message which I bring from

across the Atlantic is one of hope and encouragement for the future.

I question, however, whether we can honestly say that in any of cur countries

we have yet approached the full and absolute limit of our effort and capacity#

There are still many deficiencies to repair before the munitions and the equipment
available in all vital theatres of war can he regarded as completely adequate#

We must not let justifiable pride in our truly phenomenal achievements obscure the

continuing urgency of the production effort# If our aim is victory, soon, and

not in the dim and distant future, we cannot, and must not, let up#

For the meantime, the battle of production has been won; but production
alone will not win this war* All the arms and equipment in the world are cf

little avail unless there are men trained to use then - men who realise the

issues at stake and are ready and willing to work and fight, hard and long, to

ensure that the right issues prevail# But given the arms and equipment, and

given the men to use them, it's still essential to have available the means cf

transporting them both men and equipment - to wherever they can inflict the

greatest damage on the enemy*

For this reason shipping is undoubtedly the most urgent of the many vital

problems confronting the United Nations# Unless we can solve this problem -

unless we can overcome the menace to vital Allied supply lines - the chances are

that the tremendous production effort which the United States particularly is

putting forth, wall be largely neutralised# The shipyards of Britain and America,

and those who work in them, are performing miracles of construction, but the hour

is late and the need is great. By our capacity to build ships and to keep then

afloat, to carry war materials and reinforcements on an ever-increasing scale to

the theatres of war in Russia, in the Pacific, in the Middle East, in India, and

in China, the final outcome of this conflict may be decided# Transportation may

well decide the issue of slavery or freedom for mankindfor generations to come.
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As New Zealand’s representative in Washington, it’s been my responsibility

during the past six months to make known New Zealand's needs from a defence point
of view, and the needs of the other Pacific territories which New Zealand has under-

taken to protect in the event of war, I can say without hesitation that our needs

have at all times received the fullest and fairest consideration. If our require-

ments have not always:been fully met, it’s usually been for sound and convincing

reasons. We feel that the Pacific theatre of war has not perhaps always received

the attention that it deserved; that at times there's been a tendency to under-

estimate the capacity of the Japanese for carrying out successfully a far-flung

offensive, to under-estimate the serious reverse which the whole Allied war effort

would suffer if Japan were not halted in tine.

This is quite apart from any selfish consideration of New Zealand's own safety

and security. The United Nations-strategy should, I believe, - and would, I

believe - suffer a disastrous, even fatal set-back were the last remaining bases of

future offensive action in the South-West Pacific to be lost, I'm equally convinced,

however, and the New Zealand people are equally convinced, that our future safety
and security is no loss vitally dependent on Russia's capacity for continued resis-

tance in Europe; on the ability of the Allies to hold Egypt mid destroy Rommel;

on the success with which China can maintain the fight and on the future role of

India; on the outcome of the efforts being made to meet the submarine menace in

the Atlantic, above all, on the continuing security of Britain herself.

We con conceivably lose the war, and therefore lose New Zealand, lose all that

you in Britain and our Allies in the United States, in' all the free countries, have

fought and worked for over the years, in any or all of theses, theatres. We must
therefore prepare for any and every eventuality, and serve where the, need is

greatest. We must wrest the initiative from the enemy; we must turn such initiative

into a gathering offensive which will drive the enemy back and eventually destroy
him; This will require a gigantic effort on the part of the Allied nations. In

the Pacific, supremacy in the air and on the sea must be our first immediate objec-

tive, This will call for careful and comprehensive organisation-in building up

forces and preparing plans,

The Pacific War Council which meets every week in Washington has done good
work. It has justified the expectations of those who felt that the successful

prosecution of the war in the Pacific, as in other main theatres, demanded first

and foremost, co-ordinated direction of higher war policy; unified command:

complete and unconditional pooling of equipment, of resources, and their allocation

in accord with strategic needs. My experience as a member of the Pacific War.

Council persuades me that the principle and procedure of united political, as well

as military control, might usefully be given much wider application.

On present evidence, it seems clear that neither the United States, Russia,

China, or the British Commonwealth, can win through on their own, hut there can be

no question of their ability to win .through together. Let us then get together

nova Let's make the United Nations more than an illusory phrase. Let’s transform

it into a symbol of real and vital unity. In order to bo sure that the freedom we

win is a freedom in which all will share, we must reorientate - that’s a difficult

word to say anyhow - the principles that give title to the world resources .and row

Materials; to the goods and the services which are, or can bo made, available, to

satisfy human needs.

This admittedly will take much working out; but whatever difficulties it may

present, the need for working it out - above all, the need for making the start now

and not when the war has finished, is none the less essential if freedom for our-

selves and our children is to be assured. If freedom is to survive, I believe that

the unity which is evolved painfully on the field of battle must be carried over

with no interruption into the era of peace. There are not two purposes- a war

purpose and a peace purpose - they run together and they synchronise, if properly
thought out, one with the other. The linking up of all peoples who are fighting
for freedom must, I believe, bo accompanied by the establishment of parallel machinery
and procedure by which apositive programme can be napped out for carrying on a

world of peace.
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To this end I suggest the setting up now of a World Reconstruction and

Development Council with subsidiary Councils organised on a regional basis.

We can't afford to let each country, entirely on its own, work out its own

salvation by its own reconstruction and rehabilitation council. We have got

to have something that will give the peace and the security that's worth while -

and that is a World Reconstruction Council - and let each one fit their own

reconstruction proposals into the plan for the world reconstruction.

Briefly stated, the job of these Reconstruction and Development Councils

would be to work out what the Americans call in connection with war, 'logistics'
-that's spreading the right material in the right place, in the quantities

that's required. Well we want 'peace logistics' for the same purpose: to

readjust the stock positions: to deal, with the problem of surpluses after the

war; arrange for the continuance of a world Lease-Lend procedure that will

enable plant and equipment and raw materials to be transferred to countries

where the need is greatest, and generally to see that commodities and production

facilities are made available according to capacity to produce, on the one hand,
and relative need on the other. The job of assembling the necessary data, of

finding a basis of common action, of formulating specific proposals - this, in

itself, is likely to tax the ingenuity of the wisest men and women. We cannot

start too soon.

How, it might well be asked, can nations so-diverse as those who have

given their adherence to the joint declaration of the anti-Axis allies, find

any common basis for collaboration other than in the strictly military sphere.

Consider, so they say, for example, the diversity of the political systems, the

economic policies, the social attitudes, the national aspirations, which

characterise the peoples and the governments of the United Nations, The

differences which, however, divide the free nations are of small consequence

compared with the basic identity of purpose which unites them. If we recognise

this, we recognise the fact that we are now entering into a new phase of history

For the military struggle we are ready and confident, but statesmen and ideas

are as important as soldiers and shells. For the peace we also

earnestly hope for, let us arm ourselves just as thoroughly as we have armed

for war.
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